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APPENDIX NUMBER ONE:

Notes Upon the Byzantine Text-Type as Concerns the 
Pauline Epistles

     The history of the New Testament manuscripts ought probably to be divided
into three sections:

      [1]  history of the Synoptic Gospels (including Acts, and probably most of 
the non-Johannine Catholic epistles) 

     [2]  history of the Johannine texts (John, I, II, III John and Revelation)

     [3]  history of the Pauline corpus 

While examining each section, the researcher will usually discern three primary
"text-types", or three distinct groups of manuscripts within each section. The
three text-types are usually named: Alexandrian, Western and Byzantine. These
three text-types are grouped together in accordance to their similar variations
(both agreements and disagreements) as concerns the Greek New Testament text.
     Each of the above three sections (Pauline, Johannine, Synoptic) have separate
origins and histories, these notes will focus upon the history and origin of the
Byzantine text-type in relation to the Pauline epistles.

     We begin with the accounts revealed within the New Testament itself. Paul
dictated (and perhaps wrote several of his epistles) his epistles to an amanuensis
over a 17 year period. His first epistle was probably I Thessalonians or Galatians,
written circa ú 49-51. His last epistle was probably II Timothy or Philemon,
written circa ú 68. In Acts and within several of his epistles we learn where he
was when he wrote such and such an epistle, and to where or whom he sent
each epistle. He encouraged the sharing and copying of his epistle(s); note for
example, this comment in Colossians 4:16 (NASB):
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And when this letter is read among you, have it also read in the church of the Laodic-
eans; and you, for your part read my letter that is coming from Laodicea.

History itself shows that Paulës epistles were widely copied, we can assume that
the early congregations which he worked with followed his advice and they
shared amongst themselves his correspondences. In light of these apparent facts
we may begin summarizing:

    [1]  Paulës epistles were shared amongst other congregations, yet the originals 
may have stayed with the original receiving group, copies sent to other
groups.

     [2]  Paul wrote his epistles to these places/groups¯Corinth, Ephesus, Rome,
Philippi, Colossae, Thessalonica, churches of Galatia, and several
individuals.

    [3]  His "home church" was initially in Antioch of Syria, we assume that they
too received or made copies of each of his epistles.

     How profound the above observations are! Here we have located the source
or geographical origins of Paulës epistles. Profound, due to the obvious simplicity
of such observations. We thus have a fairly certain starting point. We assume too,
that the Apostolic (or Messianic) church in Jerusalem (headed by James) did also
have access to Paulës epistles, as Peter states in II Peter 3:15, 16 (NASB):

15 and regard the patience of our Lord to be salvation; just as also our beloved brother
Paul, according to the wisdom given him, wrote to you, 16 as also in all his letters,
speaking in them of these things, in which are some things hard to understand, which
the untaught and unstable distort, as they do also the rest of the Scriptures, to their own
destruction.

    

      I believe Peter is addressing those to whom he was sent (Israelites and pros-
elytes) thus when he states "wrote to you" in verse 15, he may be referring to
the epistle named Hebrews, or to a letter we do not possess, or to Romans chap-
ters 9-11 which are addressed to Israelites. Yet, surely verse 16 makes it evident
that Peter had read Paulës epistles! This suggests that the corpus (extant at that
time) had been copied and a copy had been sent down to the Messianic Church
in Jerusalem.
     As to the original format of Paulës epistles, we are safe to assume that they
were written upon papyrus scrolls, whether or not they were opistographic
(written on both sides) or not we cannot presume. Remains from excavations
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such as at Oxyrhynchus, suggest that soon they were put into a convenient for-
mat, bundled into a single quire codex. As such the whole corpus could be conve-
niently carried and used. 
    I assume that the originals were written upon papyrus scrolls because it is
incomprehensible to imagine that his amanuensis wrote the dictated words in a
page by page formatted codex¯or that they could judge beforehand how long the
dictation was to be and then be able to lay out each quire folio! Writing upon a
handy papyrus scroll and trimming the roll at the end, is both practical and eco-
nomical. I suspect that when his works were first collected that they were then
copied into a single quire codex format. To date, we have no known portions of
any of these supposed original scrolls. The earliest Pauline manuscript surviving in
Greek would probably be g, from circa ú 175-225, it is in a single quire codex
format, and found in Egypt. It was probably also copied in Egypt [for linguistic
characteristics see the Introduction which describes each manuscript used in this 
edition of I Corinthians].
     In the map below, one should be able to discern the areas which received orig-
inal epistles, all other areas received copies, the text in Egypt began from copies.
It is the areas north of Israel and occupying much of modern Turkey, Greece and
to Rome which received originals.
 

     Ùese original locations are all in northern climes as compared to Israel or
Egypt. In these environments papyri will soon deteriorate, and we can assume
that in the centuries following their original depositions that they were copied
onto parchment, individually, or in formats which contained the entire Pauline
corpus or a praxapostolos form (which includes Acts and the Catholic epistles). 
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     In Antioch, the early Pauline-influenced Gentile church survived. In fact,
expansion occurred in the centuries following Paulës death. In the map section of
A History of Antioch in Syria, from Seleucus to the Arab Conquest [Glanville Downey,
Princeton University Press, 1961], we note a Christian cemetery, though an
excellent map, he does not show the five Christian churches which were exca-
vated in a 1939-45 excavation! Merrill F. Ungerës Archaeology and the New Testa-
ment [Zondervan, 1962, pages 170«] mentions Christian edifices dating back to
the fourth century, and mentions the famous church¯the great octagonal build-
ing of Constantine. Two cemeteries found in Antioch date back to the second
century, it appears that at least one of them was Christian.
     Lucian of Antioch, in about ú 270, wrote or translated his famous edition of
the Septuagint, which text was considered authoritative in both Antioch and
Constantinople. [noted in Introduction to Junillus’s Instituta Regularia, an article
posted at http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/jod/texts/junillus.intro.html (circa 2003)].
Not only was this edition of the LXX authoritative in Constantinople, but so was
the early text of the New Testament hypothetically preserved at Antioch. 
     When Saint Chrysostom was "kidnapped" and taken to Constantinople to be
its bishop, it is possible that he did not (or, could not) take his personal Bible
with him. Yet we know that many other folks left Antioch for the safety of Con-
stantinople during the Persian and Arabic invasions. This leaves open the door for
entry into Constantinople of ample copies of Paulës epistles. As the Byzantine
empire grew in the 500s so did its theological influence. Scriptoriums flourished
in and around Constantinople. Most surviving documents from the various Byzan-
tine scriptoriums (circa ú 850-1450) point to a single text-type. It is my conten-
tion that this text which flourished during the Byzantine empire in
Constantinople, was a modified form of the ancient text as found in Antioch.
Other ancient copies of Paulës epistles could also have made their way to Con-
stantinople, such as from Colossae and perhaps Ephesus. If so, then there would
have been a nearly complete homogeneity if they were compared, and thus this
confirmation would have added support to the authority of the text as delivered
and or brought to Constantinople from the surrounding regions. Since Antioch of
Syria was the primary ecclesiastical center of the early Gentile church, and a cen-
ter in later centuries, its copy of Paulës epistles would have had some authority. If
it was compared to other very early copies (from the surrounding regions where
Paul did send epistles) then its authority became unquestioned.  
     We know of the early religious conflicts which occurred between the sees of
Alexandria and Antioch. They each jealously maintained their copies (or revi-
sions) of the Greek New Testament. It is very unlikely that the scriptoriums in
and around Constantinople would have asked Alexandrian scriptoriums for copies
of Paulës epistles. Why should they when they probably had earlier and better

http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/jod/texts/junillus.intro.html
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copies! The surviving manuscript testimony shows a clear dichotomy between the
text-types of Alexandria Egypt and that of Constantinople. As a matter of fact, in
Egypt we do find ancient papyrus evidences of a non-Egyptian text-type, which
suggests that at an early date (ú 150 or so) the scribes of Alexandria did acquire
copies from elsewhere. Papyrus g, and others, contain non-Egyptian readings,
and a fair number of these readings are only found elsewhere in Byzantine manu-
scripts. Either MSS like g were imported up to Constantinople, or the Alexandri-
ans received copies from the north. Had they been sent from Alexandria
northward, then the scholars in Constantinople radically altered them, and this
just does not make sense. No, the texts underlying g were sent to Egypt from
outside Egypt, and the Alexandrian grammarians adjusted them to conform to
their notion of correctness, or these early copies were much abused by the copy-
ists in Egypt (circa ú 100 - 300) along the Nile (note appendix 2). The results
via professional editing, would be Ê75 and codex Vaticanus (of the Pauline epistles
they would be¯codices Alexandrinus and Sinaiticus, or their exemplars). 
      I propose that the Byzantine text-type which flourished from ú 850 to 1453
was a slightly modified form of the earlier Antiochian (or Asia Minor) manu-
scripts. These early Antiochian MSS would be presumably, faithful descendents of
the copies made of the original Pauline epistles. These early Antiochian copies
would have retained their integrity over the years due the opposition of their pos-
sessors to the religious postulations of the Bishops and sees of Alexandria Egypt,
as well as opposition to the Pope in the West. This antagonism served to isolate
and preserve the early Antiochian (note I use this term "Antiochian" but it could
include early copies from Asia Minor as well) text. 
    
    It now remains to demonstrate just how and why the early Antiochian text,
evolved into the later Byzantine text-type.
     Recall that by Antiochian text, I am referring to that text which exists in each
of the areas which Paul had originally sent his epistles to. Since Antioch is the
primary city for most of these areas, I refer to the text as Antiochian. This does
not mean that the text is a local text restricted only the city or see of Antioch. It
could be called the "Asia Minor text" but this too is not fully appropriate as it
leaves out Rome and Corinth et al. 
     Harnack and others clearly document the early existence of a church(es) in
the city of Antioch Syria. By early is meant pre-third century. A school is known
to have existed in Antioch which functioned as a training center for manuscript
copyists, and for preservation of the New Testament, as well as preservation of a
literal method of interpretation and exegesis. J.H. Srawley, in Hastingës Encyclope-
dia of Religion and Ethics, volume 1, pages 584 «, posits the early beginnings of
just such a school as during the life of Lucian (Lucian died circa ú 311-312).
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Lucian is said to have studied in the schools of Caesarea and Edessa. Dorotheus
and Origen also impacted the school at Antioch, as well as Ephrem the Syrian,
who moved to Edessa from Nisibis in ú 363. It would seem that this school in
Antioch gained a strong position of authority as regards manuscript production.
This despite the mild Arian leanings which Lucian exhibited. Churches and sees
seem to have requested copies of the NT manuscripts from Antioch. This may
explain why there are similarities between the Western text-type (including the
Old Latin) and the Antiochian text. 
     Several scholars in the late 19th century suggested that the origins of the West-
ern text-type can be found in Syriac manuscripts! One needs to only read Fre-
deric Henry Chaseës The Old Syriac Element in the Text of Codex Bezae [Macmillan,
1893], as well as J. Rendel Harrisës work entitled: On the Origin of the Ferrar Group
[London, 1893]. Harris connects the Ferrar MSS (written most likely in the Cala-
bria region of southern Italy) stichometry with the stichometric system as seen in
older Syriac manuscripts¯which at the least suggests a connection between these
Greek manuscripts and the earlier Syriac manuscripts. More recently, David
Parker has proposed that Codex Bezae was made in Bertyus (Beirut)¯[Codex
Bezae: An Early Christian Manuscript and Its Text, Cambridge University Press,
1992, pp. 266-278]. Italy possessed an original of Romans, but relied upon the
professional scribes of Antioch to provide them with the rest of the New Testa-
ment. A. F. J. Klijn [An Introduction to the New Testament, Leiden, 1967, page 197]
also states that "If the Diatessaron (see next paragraph) was translated into Latin
at an early date, this may explain why Old Latin and Old Syriac manuscripts
show so many instances of agreement." This concept is not final or conclusive,
but it has some factual support.
     To my knowledge, we have no existing pre-fourth century Greek manuscripts
of the New Testament from the environs of Antioch. However as I write this, I
await word from Dr. Daniel Wallace as concerns a new fragment of a parchment
palimpsest found in Istanbul by one of his students - Ivan Y. Yong; the text is of
Mark, and may be in the ú 250-325 era. Early hints suggest it may well be an
early Byzantine witness! The Diatessaron (prior to circa ú 250) was probably
composed in Edessa, and an early copy of it was found in Dura Europos. Its bear-
ing upon the actual NT text is still not fully clarified. But this Diatessaron was also
widely copied into many languages.
     
     One of the earliest versions based upon the Antiochian text is the Gothic. It is
in this version that we get a good picture of what the early Byzantine text-type
was like. Here in the Gothic as well as in the Old Syriac, we can see and study
the Byzantine text-type before its later polishing and publication during the Byzan-
tine empire (pre-385 ú). This perception¯that we have the early form of the
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Byzantine text-type available within these versions¯is not the popular or prevail-
ing one amongst many scholars of our 21st century. An example would be Daniel
Wallaceës comments in Studies & Documents: The Text of the New Testament in Con-
temporary Research, in his article titled: The Majority Text Theory: History, Methods,
and Critique [Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1995, quote from page 311]:

...as far as the extant witnesses reveal, the Majority text did not exist in the first four cen-
turies.

One would agree that his (Wallaceës) statement that the Majority text did not
then exist, is valid, but the catch is that Wallace is denying the existence of the
later polished text of the Byzantine empire, for the earlier Antiochian text did
exist in the first four centuries, hopefully he co-discovered just such a manuscript,
[see above]. 

In another instance, Wallace declares that:

...for the letters of Paul, there is no majority text manuscripts before the ninth century.
(Grace Theological Journal, 12.1 (1992), page 30)

herein he exposes some of his naïveness as concerns the Greek New Testament
manuscripts. For example, codex 0209 is clearly a Byzantine manuscript, or the
equivalent to the Majority Text. A full collation of its Pauline portions makes this
clear, and as per most manuscripts, there does appear several Alexandrine and
Western readings, but the vast majority of variations are of the Majority Text!
Now 0209 is dated in the 500s or 600s, a full two or three centuries earlier than
Wallaceës uninformed speculation. When the Alandës categorized/tested MS 0209
in II Corinthians, it came up as having 5 of 5 readings matching the Majority
Text, which agrees with my collation.

But earlier yet is codex 0176, dated in the 400s. Nearly all of its variations
match the Majority Text. There is no way a collator could declare that MS 0176 is
not of the Byzantine text-type! In these two samples (codices 0209 and 0176) we
are not discussing scattered readings, rather we are seeing a coherent text-type! An
examiner only sees the Byzantine text-type in these two MSS, with a very few
Western and Alexandrine readings!

Codex H (015) of the 500s has more variations agreeing with the Majority
Text than with any other text-type (I count 14 of 23) this gives us 61%. 61% of
the variations in codex 015 are of the Byzantine text-type! (I did not count minor
phonetic or spelling differences). And what of MSS 0254, 061, 0158, 0159? Of
what text-type are these early uncial manuscripts? Despite the fact that many
thousands of early manuscripts were destroyed and or burned, we do have some
early manuscripts which are definitely of the Byzantine (or Majority) text-type.  
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Let us view some of the actual versional readings which support an early
existence for the Byzantine/Antiochian text. We begin first with the Gothic,
which version was created from existing Greek manuscripts in the decades of
about ú 360-380 by Bishop Ulfilas. Note this comment by G. W. S. Friedrichsen
[The Gothic Version of the Epistles, Oxford, 1939, quote from page 4]:

There is abundant proof that the original Greek text of the Gothic Epistles was of the
Byzantine (Antiochian or ëAsiaticë) type represented by the codices K L (M) P, agreeing
very closely with the Textus Receptus (*K)...  

A sample from Friedrichsen [page 26], illustrating Galatians 2:16:

      GOTHIC - ni wair[i[ garaihts us waurstwam witodis
       GREEK  -  ou dikawqhsetai ex ergwn nomou

The Greek agrees with codices K and L, but not with g, X, A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
and P. These Western/Alexandrian codices read:

     ex ergwn nomou ou dikawqhsetai 

Numerous other examples could be given which illustrate that the Gothic version
contains readings found only in the later Byzantine manuscripts. But there are
also connections seen with other versions: in I Corinthians 1:15, the Gothic read-
ing of daupidedjau is a first person singular form, this agrees with the Greek
ebaptisa as seen in the Byzantine minuscules as well as the Latin manuscripts and
the Syriac texts, but not with the Egyptian texts or papyri which have the plural
form. In concert with some Latin texts the Gothic omits hmin of I Corinthians
1:18, which Greek minuscules 6 and 2147 also omit.
     This is not to say that the Gothic has no Egyptian readings, it does along with
other mixed readings, but it certainly contains readings found only in the Byzantine
tradition, which implies that prior to ú 360 or so, the Antiochian text did also
have such and such a reading. One  may argue that the extant Gothic manuscripts
may have been revised to agree with the Byzantine text-type, yet Friedrichsenës
magisterial work [noted above] declares on page vi:

By eliminating all readings whose Western origin may be suspect, we obtain a fairly accu-
rate reconstruction of the Byzantine Text of the Epistles as it appeared about the middle
of the fourth century...

Ùe remainder of his volume amply supports the above quote. 
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     Ùe Syriac also has ancient readings which are found only in the Byzantine
textual tradition. Note the following examples:
     

I Corinthians 1:10 -  the Syriac and minuscule 2012 read oun for a de(1)   

    I Corinthians 8:2 - the Syriac along with the Byzantine tradition reads ti
oudepw ouden instead of the Egyptian/Latin ti ouden or ti oupw

      I Corinthians 9:23 - the Syriac and the Byzantine MSS, and the Gothic read
a touto instead of panta

Many more examples are given in the apparatus of this edition, besides the evi-
dences observable in the remainder of the other Pauline epistles.
     A few readings in the early church fathers also illustrate Byzantine readings,
these would be very early, yet most critics deny them as being early and instead
argue that the manuscripts containing these readings have been modified to match
the Byzantine text-type. As for the testimony of the early Byzantine readings
found in the early papyri, we might note these:

     Ê13 at Hebrews 3:3 reads doxhj outoj instead of outoj doxhj (note a few
Latin MSS also have this word order). Generally this is a Byzantine reading.

   Ê13 at Hebrews 11:2 reads auth with MSS 103 and 1908, against the
Egyptian and Latin traditions.

     Ê112  (fifth century) omits at Acts 26:31 legontej agreeing with minuscules
547, 1838 and 1874

      Ê46 at Galatians 4:6 omits tou uiou with minuscules 1734*, 1738*

     Ê46  at Galatians 1:18 reads emeina with minuscules 460,  614,  999,  1175
and 2412

      Ê46  at I Corinthians 7:7 reads carisma ecei agreeing only with the Byzantine
tradition, the Syriac, Gothic and some Armenian MSS

     The late Harry A. Sturz, the author of The Byzantine Text-Type & New Testa-
ment Textual Criticism [Thomas Nelson, 1984], collected numerous samples illus-
trating various manuscript alignments. His conclusions are still largely valid. For
example, on page 155 he shows:
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    I Corinthians 9:7 - ek tou karpou Ê46, C3, Dbc, E, K, L, pl, c, d, e, t, 
vgsc, am, fu, sy, co, arm, Or, Aug, Amb, K, ½

   ton karpon ¢*, A, B, C*, D*, F, G, P, 33, 1739, pc, f, g, tol, harl,
floriac, al, sa, go, Or; WH

Generally, he is correct in the above demonstration that Ê46 does support the
majority of minuscules and major Byzantine uncial manuscripts. In the list from
which the readings above are demonstrated, he states that this list shows Byzan-
tine-papyrus agreements against the Alexandrian and Western texts. One might
argue that the presence of some Latin manuscripts (c, d, e, t, fu) would nullify
this but the primary Western representatives do not here support the Byzantine-
Ê46 reading. Sturz makes his case overall, but some of his examples are weak. His
text on the subject is a must read.
     It is true that with a little effort and an accurate apparatus one can show all
sorts of alignments (such as Ê46 agreeing with just Western witnesses), however
there are a small number of papyri readings which only agree with the Byzantine
tradition, enough to validate the antiquity of numerous Byzantine supported vari-
ants.
     So we do see the archaic features of the Byzantine text-type. We see ancient
agreements betwixt the Syriac and the Gothic versions and the Byzantine/Antio-
chian text. I suspect that when we see old papyri readings and several Byzantine
MSS in agreement against all other witnesses, that herein we have a strong case for
an ancient Antiochian or original reading. 
     Further, when we see several Byzantine manuscripts agreeing with the Syriac
and Western manuscripts again against all other witnesses, we have a strong case for
originality. But how is it, or why has the Antiochian text apparently evolved into
the vast Majority Text, or the vast Byzantine text-type of the 9th through 15th cen-
turies? Several factors were at work, I suggest these:

     [1]  the Greek language was evolving

     [2]  Byzantine grammarians clarified the texts and language

     [3]  certain theological issues exerted some influences upon the text
     
     [4]  resolution of dialectical contaminations
    

[5]  Scriptoriums in Constantinople enforce a homogeneous text, provincial 
areas were slower to submit or align with the "superior" exemplars
stemming from the official scriptoriums. 
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    The liturgy which Saint Chrysostom brought to Constantinople in the sixth
century was also enforced, issues such as Mary being the Mother of God, the
nature of Jesus Christ, the death of Jesus on the cross, fasting, various sacraments
and holy days are all closely observed in the Greek text, in some cases it would
appear that a few portions may have been suppressed or altered to maintain the
Byzantine liturgy. The oldest reading in John 19:40 has Joseph and Nicodemus
taking down the "body of God" per codex A (kindly brought to my attention by
Dr. Reuben Swanson). The Byzantine tradition would not support this reading of
"God". 
     Bart Ehrmanës The Orthodox Corruption of Scripture [Oxford, 1993], provides us
with a few well chosen illustrations of some intentional and or theologically moti-
vated changes seen in the manuscript tradition. At Hebrews 2:9, Luke 1:35, I
John 4:15, Galatians 6:17, Matthew 20:22,23,  Matthew 28:3,  Galatians 4:4;
we will note, as suggested by Ehrman, that there does seem to be various read-
ings and alterations¯due to various religious controversies.
     Annemarie Weyl Carr in her excellent article in Dumbarton Oaks Papers, no. 36,
entitled: A Group of Provincial Manuscripts from the Twelfth Century, [quote from
page 66], concludes after a paralinguistic analysis of the manuscripts (2400, 38,
515, 491, 212, 1491, 2127, 1573 and several others) that:

As the subgroup developed, the initial, superannuated Byzantine traditions were blended
with massive waves of direct and indirect metropolitan influence and with elements from
the local Syrian and Armenian traditions that were maturing at the same time.  

      Another article in the same publication, by Henry and Ren¬e Kahane enti-
tled: The Western Impact on Byzantium: the Linguistic Evidence, provides a multitude
of evidences of Latin infusions within the Byzantine Greek. I would add nasaliza-
tions and other phonetic contaminations affecting some aspects and seen in the
manuscripts; (mixture of -m- and -n- sounds, and the voiced -s- sounds -z-).
     A fascinating paper written by R. Browning, entitled Recentiores non Deteriores,
[published in the journal - Institute of Classical Studies, Bulletin Number 7, 1960,
University of London], enforces the originality of distinctively Byzantine readings.
He makes a strong and well supported case for the restoration and preservation of
ancient manuscripts by the Byzantine scribes. I have not yet seen any type of
response to his arguments. One of his conclusions is [from page 18]:

What emerges from the above examples is that it was not an exception for a thirteenth or
fourteenth century scholar to have access to early tradition, it was the rule.

   
His illustrations show the respect and care which the scholars of Byzantium

had for their older manuscripts, his work too is a must read.
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    Ùe changes within the Byzantine manuscript tradition can also be realized
when one examines just how the Byzantine scribes and grammarians worked with
the manuscripts: in addition to what Browning instances, we find in the sixth
century Instituta Regularia Divinae Legis, rules for interpreting things Scriptural.
These were employed within the schools at Nisibis, which were similar to the
tactics seen in Antioch (via Ephrem the Syrian), which methods migrated to the
Stoudios and other scriptoriums in Constantinople. For example in Book 2, sec-
tion 29 we read [note this English translation of the Latin is that which is seen on
the website noted above - the fourth page of this appendix]:

QUESTION: Whence do we prove that the books of our religion have been composed
with divine inspiration [Latin - inspiratione conscriptos]? REPLY: From many things, first
of which is the truth of Scripture itself. Second, the arrangement of the material, the har-
mony of the precepts, the manner of speaking without circumlocution, and the plainness
of the words. In addition, there is the condition of the writers and preachers that humans
would not have handed down godly things, humble persons lofty things, inarticulate per-
sons subtle things, unless they had been filled with divine inspiration.

     It is well known that Alexandria of Egypt prided itself for its scholarly
achievements. Grammar and the prescriptive aspects of grammar were some of
their specialties. The Byzantine grammarians also prescribed various grammatical
niceties which found their way into the scriptoriums. Many of the grammatical
"rules" followed and enforced by the Byzantine grammarians are nicely exposed
in the work by R. H. Robins: The Byzantine Grammarians: Their Place in History,
[Mouton de Gruyter, 1993]. He notes that the Byzantine grammarians carried on
a long tradition without adding many grammatical innovations. They maintained
as best they could proper Greek forms; often resorting to the classical Attic. Aris-
tophanes of Byzantium, librarian of Alexandria (circa  257 -180 Ã) was credited
with the invention of the Greek accent marks. This indication of the tonal struc-
ture tended to influence the orthography of all written documents, they became
more standardized.
     Throughout the Byzantine empire and its history the grammar provided by
Dionysius Thrax, was viewed as the standard for word taxonomy. Manuscripts
would most likely have been corrected to its standard, especially if manuscripts
from outlying regions (provincial areas of the Byzantine empire) found their way
into the hands of a scribal corrector. Transitivity of the verbs was also somewhat
codified by Apollonius (second century ú), and this affected the proper observa-
tion of verb endings and case forms. A descriptive priority of morphology over
syntax evolved and was characteristic of Byzantine grammar throughout the
empireës existence. Robins, however, notes that:
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some confusion of the case syntax established in the classical authors was a characteristic
feature of Byzantine usage, leading ultimately to the reduced case system of Modern
Greek, and therefore the compilation of the case meanings in classical literature was ac-
corded particular attention. [page 32].  

     Variation in the proper use of verbs of sensation and sight are seen in the
Byzantine writings, this due to their modified understanding of verbs as such
with the genitive and accusative cases. They constructed these verbs with both
case forms, adding that verbs of "seeing" construct with the accusative only, but
not all writers followed these observations (especially¯one supposes, in the out-
lying scriptoriums¯in the provincial areas).
     Robins also notes that the Byzantine grammarian, Choerboscus (ú 750-825),
who may have been the university librarian in Constantinople, lectured exten-
sively upon the canons of Theodosius. These "canons" of grammar demonstrated
proper paradigms for word formations. Choerboscus sought to establish the rules
underlying these paradigms and was also determined to terminate and remove
barbarisms and solecisms (such as spelling and accent errors). 
   
     With all of the above forces at work: theological controversies, grammatical modu-
lations and clarifications, linguistic borrowings from neighboring cultures and the fluctuat-
ing control of provincial areas, we are not surprised that the early Antiochian text
evolved. It became the finished and somewhat polished Majority Text, or the
standard Byzantine Text-Type of the Byzantine empire from circa ú 800 to the
demise of the empire in 1453. The process of change was not as persistent when
it came to the Biblical texts, but they too experienced "upgrading" done in a very
reverent manner.  
     Ùis process (the process of change) is quite normal and is typified in our
own age as we see the evolution of our own English Bibles. It is true, a culture
and its language are linked; as America becomes more immoral so does its lan-
guage, this entropy was also seen in certain aspects of the Byzantine empire and
in its Scriptoriums. Despite the multitude of linguistic tensions exhibited upon the
Byzantine text-type, it basically remains truer to the original than the other sur-
viving text-types. Nevertheless, no single Byzantine manuscript is to be consid-
ered absolutely authoritative. An eclectic approach must thus be employed when
determining which reading is original. Such an approach will examine the manu-
script(s) very carefully noting the scribeës idiosyncrasies, his/her level of accu-
racy. Aural characteristics will be evaluated, corrections and erasures examined.
Phonetic anomalies will be noted, diachronic evaluation of the morphology will
be required, ligatures and abbreviations studied, paralinguistic features (format,
images, signs, et cetera) should be evaluated. The script dated and compared with
others to determine the identity of the scribe(s) and the location of the docu-
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mentës origin. Knowing the synchronic states of grammar during various periods
of the Byzantine empire can assist with evaluating variants associated with case-
verb alliances, as well as dialectial and other language contaminations. Knowing
the nationality of the scribe will assist, and this can be sometimes seen in his/her
writing. Correlation with external witnesses is mandatory and establishing a gene-
alogical or chronological sequence is desirable; that is¯placing the manuscript in
its place as far as the evolution of its text-type is concerned.
     

Some of these above mentioned features require a logical or reasoned eclectic
approach. It must be eclectic as no constant edifice exists, but such a foundation
for a stalwart edifice is seen taking form while seeking out the original text. Ùe
eclectic approach embodies examining all textual traditions, as we have seen
embedded in Egyptian papyri early Byzantine readings! Ùis original text was con-
stant for a short time; in its infancy (first century ú) a scribe might be tempted
to correct some idiom he/she deemed improper¯as perhaps at a very early date
the text was not yet understood as Holy. But as time progressed the New Testa-
ment manuscripts were seen as unique, containing God-breathed words. This
may be validated by the formal scripts which probably evolved from the letter
writing style of Paulës original dictations to the very literary form of the stately
Biblical Uncial. 

In light of my "process" perception, one must not think that I am in opposi-
tion to the views of Zane Hodges, W. Pickering, William Pierpont, Burgon and
Professor Maurice Robinson. Each held, that basically, the Byzantine text-type
did  n-o-t- evolve over time into its present state; I fully agree. Ùe changes which I
posit under the heading of "process" are merely orthographic and phonetic, basic
linguistic changes. It is agreed that there are some few intentional alterations,
conflations and some Atticisms, but these are clearly observable, and minor, as
well as typical for any text which has been hand copied thousands of times!
Unlike the other text-types, ruptured semantic variations are rather rare in the
Byzantine text-type; from its earliest perceivable form it remains very stable! As a
result, it demonstrates n-o- developmental process beyond basic and natural lan-
guage evolution. [I trust this clarifies my "process" statement!]. 

Ùe earliest form of the Byzantine text-type¯call it proto-Byzantine or Anti-
ochian¯is only a step away from the original epistles Paul sent out to those
regions of the then, Roman empire.  
     God has, over time allowed corruptions to filter into all types of manuscript
survivors, thus requiring dedicated believers (who have a sound relationship with
God through Jesus Christ) to discern the original text. In most cases the copying
of manuscripts was a very serious undertaking. Thanks to the extensive labors of
the Syrian churches and to the scribes of the Byzantine empire, we have very
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dependable copies of the New Testament from which to work. Without question
the proud Alexandrians and Arabic peoples, the Goths, the Italians, the Slavs the
Armenians the Ethiopians and many other folks are eternally indebted to the
scribal efforts of the Byzantine copyists, consequently a mode of Divine Preserva-
tion is evident.  
     

Finally, in closing this all too brief appendix, it needs to be said that as evi-
denced in this present work, I will not insist upon the validity of a reading just
because it has full support from the Byzantine text-type. At times I prefer read-
ings without any apparent Byzantine support. This is part of the freedom which
is allowed for those who sense "the mind of Christ", and who use all of the tools
provided today for textual criticism, the most important of which is my God-
given faith. As prior mentioned elsewhere, I do not claim that my choices are
Divinely Inspired, or that they must be seen as orthodox by others. They are sug-
gestions resulting from my earnest efforts.
     Ùe manuscripts themselves only represent an external witness, many other
factors are involved in making difficult decisions. This present edition demon-
strates numerous techniques, some of which will incite others to cast stones at
my choice. However, I would close saying that as far as text-types go, (of the
Pauline epistles) the Antiochian/Byzantine text-type seems to preserve the great-
est number of original readings.  

ØÙÚÛÜ


